Combinations of ancestral modules in proteins.
Twenty-seven protein sequence elements, six to nine amino acids long, were extracted from 15 phylogenetically diverse complete prokaryotic proteomes. The elements are present in all of these proteomes, with at least one copy each (omnipresent elements), and have presumably been conserved since the last universal common ancestor (LUCA). All these omnipresent elements are identified in crystallized protein structures as parts of highly conserved closed loops, 25-30 residues long, thus representing the closed-loop modules discovered in 2000 by Berezovsky et al. The omnipresent peptides make up seven distinct groups, of which the largest groups, Aleph and Beth, contain 18 and four elements, respectively, which are related but different, while five other groups are represented by only one element each. The LUCA modules appear with one or several copies per protein molecule in a variety of combinations depending on the functional identity of the corresponding protein. The functional involvement of individual LUCA modules is outlined on the basis of known protein annotations. Analyses of all the related sequences in a large, formatted protein sequence space suggest that many, if not all, of the 27 omnipresent elements have a common sequence origin. This sequence space network analysis may lead to elucidation of the earliest stages of protein evolution.